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Black Lawrence Press, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Poetry. Set in the 1930 s midwest and adrift in the surreal world of bird girls and sideshow
mermaids, GIRL SHOW explores the boundaries between spectacle and domesticity, between beauty
and grotesquerie. Each poem inhabits the strangeness at the edges of the commonplace, where the
real word falls away to the whirl of carnival lights and tented shadows. Kristy Bowen s poems
unfold like a fairy tale pop-up book; open like a cabinet of wonders in which girl is both cabinet and
wonder; flame and spark into the night air where we read by that light. In a collection so rich in
image milk and angels and vinegar, the trap door and the hemline, bees and a line of low clouds I m
struck even more by those seemingly small words of relationship the prepositions behind, against,
inside, beneath beneath beneath. These poems arise from the rubied dark where the Louises and
Livvies and Coras live, frightened and yet defiant, and return there, with us in tow. Mary Ann Samyn
The poems in Kristy Bowen s brilliantly musical GIRL SHOW capture the details of domestic life
gone...
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Reviews
This ebook will not be simple to start on reading but very fun to learn. It generally is not going to expense too much. I am very happy to explain how this is
the finest book i have read in my very own existence and can be he finest pdf for at any time.
-- La va da Cr uicksha nk
The best ebook i possibly read. I have go through and i also am sure that i am going to planning to read once again again later on. Its been printed in an
extremely simple way which is simply after i finished reading through this ebook by which basically changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Telly Hessel
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